OPW Retail Fueling Adds VSE Vent Transition And GSE Grade-Level Transition Sump Models To Its E-Series Sump Product Portfolio

Smithfield, NC, June 4, 2024 — OPW Retail Fueling, a global leader in fluid-handling solutions, is pleased to announce the addition of two new models to its growing E-Series family of high-quality, low-cost fiberglass containment sumps. The at-grade VSE Vent Transition Sump and GSE Grade-Level Transition Sump feature 14-gauge powder-coated steel tops with lockable access hatches. Both models incorporate OPW’s DSE Dispenser Sump base, which utilizes an advanced composite technology manufacturing process to produce finished products with smooth inner and outer walls that have consistent thicknesses. This design makes it easier to achieve stronger bonds and form a leak-free connection when installing entry fittings. The DSE sumps are also designed to easily stack and nest, which saves warehouse inventory and transit space.

The VSE sump’s powder-coated, laser-cut top offers field-tested, water-shedding ability with a light color finish that helps reduce heat absorption for enhanced service life. The tops are fully customizable and shipped with pre-cut vent-stack entries. Individual VSE tops can be purchased separately by those who also stock DSE sump bases. Rigid Entry Fittings (REF) are included with the pre-cut sump top and UV-resistant caps. An optional Vent Stack Modular Rack System constructed of rust/corrosion-resistant galvanized steel can be configured in heights from 4 to 12 feet. The VSE sump is the final piece in OPW’s Vent Piping System, which includes FlexWorks V20 Vent Piping, 233 Extractor Valves and Pressure Vacuum Vents, giving the operator a one-stop supplier for underground storage tank (UST) venting systems and components.

With the same construction and operational benefits as the VSE unit, the GSE sump is an at-grade system that is ideal for use in aboveground storage tanks (AST), aviation, marina, fuel oil and generator applications. It can also serve as a multi-purpose junction box for various fuel, chemical, water and electrical installations. Like the VSE, separate GSE tops can be ordered for those who stock the DSE sump bases.

“Our customers and distributors really love the idea of being able to use one fiberglass box or base for multiple applications,” said Ed Kammerer, Senior Director of Global Product Marketing for OPW. “Whether it’s for an under-dispenser containment sump or a vent-transition sump, OPW is now offering one sump base for multiple uses.”

The VSE and GSE sumps join OPW’s TSE Tank Sump, DSE Dispenser Sump and Pre-Plumbed DSE Dispenser Sump to create a product family that offers the user premium quality, extraordinary value and optimized delivery lead times, all while providing the peace of mind that comes with reliable and long-life sump performance.

To learn more about any of OPW Retail Fueling’s products and expertise, please visit opwglobal.com/opw-retail-fueling.

About OPW Retail Fueling
OPW Retail Fueling is Defining What’s Next through innovations designed to enhance safety, reliability, efficiency and business performance for the retail-fueling industry. Specifically, OPW Retail Fueling makes aboveground and below ground fuel-handling products for both conventional, vapor-recovery and clean energy applications in the retail and commercial fuel markets. OPW Retail Fueling is part of OPW, a leading equipment manufacturer in the retail-fueling, clean energy, fluid-handling and car wash industries. OPW has manufacturing operations in North America, Europe, Latin America and Asia Pacific, with sales offices around the world. OPW is part of Dover Corporation. To learn more about how OPW Retail Fueling is Defining What’s Next in each of its markets, visit opwglobal.com.
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